MIC Summer School: Kick-Off meeting for CEM PhD students

Date: June 29, 2017
Time: 9 am – 5 pm
Location: Schloss Bümliz, Bümlizstrasse 89, 3018 Bern
www.restaurant-schloss-buempliz.ch
Teacher: Prof. Nadia Mercader
PD Marlene Wolf
PD Ruth Lyck
Dr. Yury Belyaev
Organizer: MIC of the University of Bern (www.mic.unibe.ch).
Supported by the PhD specialization Cutting Edge Microscopy.
Max number of participants: 20
Registration: via KSL until April 28, 2017
KSL Titel: MIC Summer School
KSL Stamm-Nr: 433758
Target audience: Compulsory course for the PhD students of the Cutting Edge Microscopy specialization program.
Reward: 0.5 ECTS
Description: This one day seminar will bring together the Doctoral Students that joined the recently launched Cutting Edge Microscopy (CEM) Specialization Program. Their PhD supervisors are cordially invited to participate. Students will present their projects in short talks. They will learn about the biological questions their colleagues are interested in, and which microscopy approaches they are using to pursue their projects. A relaxed atmosphere and fruitful discussions will be the basis for networking in the future.
Compulsory course for the PhD students of the Cutting Edge Microscopy specialization program.
Comments: Please prepare a short presentation of 15 minutes (or poster) and bring along your favourite microscopy image/movie.